Sascha’s
GUIDE TO
SMASHING
GOALS

Sascha’s
Story

“

Sascha Farley had no idea that the Healthy
Mummy would transform nearly every aspect of
her life when she signed up to the 28 Day Weight
Loss Challenge four years ago. Not only did she lose
34 kilos in just over a year, but her new lifestyle
affected her mindset, her focus, her health, fitness
and in turn, that of her family.

“My whole family benefits and
we all love it. I’ve finally found a
lifestyle and balance that suits
us all!”

The Healthy Mummy
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Sascha’s Incredible
Weight Loss

“

Sascha says “I had always gone for quick
fixes, fad diets, low-calorie options and I had
always fluctuated massively as I could never
find a balance or a lifestyle – that’s why The
Healthy Mummy was so appealing, it was a
realistic approach and I didn’t have to starve
myself. I started by doing the Challenges, budget,
customise and meal prep. I did no exercise for
5 months, just the food and lost 25kgs. Then I
started exercising which took the weight loss up a
notch!”
After losing 34 kilos and overhauling her lifestyle,
Sascha was soon pregnant again with baby
number 3.
“My first Healthy Mummy pregnancy was SO
much easier having over 4000 recipes on the
app to scroll through. I gained 15kgs less than the
pregnancy before, was a lot more healthy and
more active throughout the entire pregnancy
and lost the 20kgs enjoyably post-birth with
the Healthy Mummy app and Healthy Mummy
smoothies.
Sascha has since enjoyed a second Healthy
Mummy pregnancy and is now the proud Mum
of four children. There’s no doubt that living The
Healthy Mummy lifestyle for the past 5 years,
along with two pregnancies has had a massive
impact on Sascha’s life.

The Healthy Mummy

“The Healthy Mummy has opened up so many opportunities for me
because of the fulfilled, confident person I have become! I am now
working full time with 4 kids in tow and I am more driven than ever.
Being surrounded by empowered women each day is so rewarding and
ensures I keep at my goals in every aspect of life.”

“Feeling Empowered”
“The most empowering thing the Healthy Mummy lifestyle has brought
to our family is TRUST! Trusting ourselves that we can easily make the
best health choices from the education The Healthy Mummy have given
us and continues to provide.”
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Sascha’s
TOP tips on
how to get
started

The Healthy Mummy

1

First pick your FOCUS, I’m much more likely to
feel fulfilled when I’m focusing on my health
rather than weight!!

2

Secondly, ask yourself what you struggle with the
most and start there. For me, it was snacking and
water so I started drinking 3L a day and prepping
my snacks. Once I nailed those habits I tackled
my main meals, I would double dinner each night
so the leftovers were there for lunch! Plan your
days and your weeks, write your shopping list
and stick to it! I eat every 2-3 hours so the night
before it helps if I have everything ready to go!
Get the smoothies! They are an easy meal or
snack on the run and help keep you on track.
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Third, USE THE HEALTHY MUMMY APP - enough
said! You’ll understand once you’ve got it.
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What made
the difference
to Sascha’s
success
Tackling it as a lifestyle change and not a quick fix.
That and allowing myself time to strip back old
habits and create new ones.
Involving the whole family, which is why I love it
the most. No one is excluded because the meals,
the app and even the exercises are all catered for a
busy home life with kids!

Staying accountable
in the Healthy Mummy
support group was also
a huge factor for me.

The Healthy Mummy
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Sascha’s
TOP tips for
STAYING
motivated
Relying on my habits,
not my motivation.
For me it’s about RELYING on my HABITS, not my motivation.
Of course motivation is important so for that I will touch
on FOCUS again. Have a deeper meaning to your journey
like setting a good example for your kids, feeling and being
healthier.
I also like to buy goal clothing to keep things fun, and get
a size down! As long as you can stay in a healthy mindset
with it, as your size does not determine your success!!!!

The Healthy Mummy
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Sascha’s
advice on how
to overcome a
setback
It is so important to look at why a setback has
occurred and what you view as a set back. In
my case it’s generally self sabotage so I have
to dig deeper for that. I also used to view a set
back as a night out or a week away, but that is
just life. This is why it’s important to view the
changes as lifestyle so you don’t feel like you
have to miss out on things just to stay ‘on track’.
Accept the set back for what it is, be kind to
yourself and continue on, don’t use the dialogue
of ‘starting again’ or ‘getting back on track’ - it
just sets you up to fail time and time again.
For me, after a setback, continuing on my
journey looks like this - Drink more water, plan
your snacks, write out your days/weeks and
listen to your body. If hunger keeps getting to
you, realign things - up your protein, snack more
often and check your BMI as you may be ready
to increase overall calories!

The Healthy Mummy
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Sascha’s Favourite

Healthy Mummy
Products
My favourite
smoothie recipe is
chocolate snickers!
I can’t go past all the smoothie mixes, the
apple cider vinegar tablets and the super
greens. Plus ALL of the skin products!

The Healthy Mummy
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10

fave
recipes:
Chocolate cake
bites

Soba Noodles
with Salmon

Flourless
chocolate cake

Mexican
lasagna

Gooey Choc chip
banana bread

Easy Mac and
cheese

Easy fried
rice

Zucchini
muffins

Sticky chicken
fried rice bake

Mug
cake

The Healthy Mummy
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Sascha’s Tips for
getting the most
out of the Healthy
Mummy App
The app is literally your one stop shop for all
things health, fitness and organisation! My top
tip here is literally USE it! Everyday! There’s SO
much in there, you can track your progress, get
accountability notifications, plan your meals for
the week which generates a shopping list FOR
YOU! There’s hundreds of workouts, a section for
your mental health and list goes on. Get to know
it and make the most of it!

How to get in touch with Sascha
saschamummyof4
Daily live videos in Healthy Mummy Private Support Group and The Healthy Mummy
Facebook Page - search #HealthyMummySascha

The Healthy Mummy
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